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The age of open innovation is upon us

• Innovation: “the successful exploitation of new ideas”

• Open innovation – finding and using ideas from anywhere

“Open Innovation is fundamentally about operating in a world 

of abundant knowledge, where "not all the smart people work for 

you", so you better go find them, connect to them, and build 

upon what they can do. It seeks ways to build upon and 

leverage external knowledge, and focuses internal activities 

upon filling in the gaps, and integrating internal and external 

knowledge into useful systems.”                                             

Henry Chesbrough, HBS
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There are many sources of ideas and 

diverse exploitation routes
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Outside the company

Inside the 

company

Candidate projects Development projects ‘Products’

Diverse 

exploitation 

routes



Open innovation puts more store on external

sources and partners than before….

• The open innovation approach offers many opportunities...

• ...if a wide range of stakeholders can work effectively together

• Who?

• Large corporations

• Smaller and medium sized firms

• Academic institutions

• Partners from diverse nationalities, cultures 

• Different business sectors

• Government and public sector 

• Forming and using these relationships successfully is key to 

innovation performance
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Universities can be partners of business 

in many ways….

 Potential roles are diverse

• Providers of ‘hard’ technology and research outputs 

• Providers of ‘soft’ technology  and knowledge

• Current awareness

• Providers of trained talent

• Consultants

• Sounding boards

• Training services

• Facilitators for industry networks

• Providers of publicly-backed services

 Universities as windows on the world, not projects on the cheap

 Role and geographical proximity
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“Businesses are clear that proximity does matter. Personal contact is the best 

form of communication, and distance affects the capacity of firms to collaborate 

with universities. This applies to large firms in strategic university relationships 

as well as to SMEs with a more regional outlook.”             Lambert Review

Universities 

commonly think 

this is top priority

Companies regard 

this as top priority



…if conflicting pressures are managed

• Money

• Research excellence

• Attractiveness to staff

• Attractiveness to students

• Government policy...

• Spinouts

• Intellectual property

• Economic impact of research

• Priority sectors

• Diversity and widening access
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There are different models for partnership

• University collaboration can cover several steps 

• finding, accessing, assessing, exploiting knowledge…

• Embedding people/labs

• “Listening posts” 

– – eg Cambridge, UK: Bayer / Hitachi / Johnson Matthey / 

Toshiba

• Access to talent – flexible, high quality S&T skills – as No.1 

investment criterion

• Exchanges/placements – multiple advantages

• Knowledge transfer as a body contact sport

• Precursor to recruitment

• ‘Advertise’ the company/industry (or create negative 

impression!)
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…and several ways of getting it wrong!

• Failure to stick with it; recognise academics can’t change 

direction as fast as firms

• Failure to allocate enough ‘face time’

• Over-formal communication channels

• Arguments over ownership of IP rather than ability to 

profit from it

• Misunderstanding academics’ motivators/incentives

• Viewing a Vice Chancellor / President too much like a 

CEO
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Many of the problems encountered are with

non-technical issues

• “…the overwhelming conclusion from this review is that innovation 

management is not, primarily, about technology. It is about people, 

culture and communications”

– “Innovation management tools” (Review, EU 1997)

• “One point of particular interest is that experts participating in the study 

underlined the importance of the ‘soft’ factors (mentoring, access to 

contacts) that…tend to have a lower value attached to them than the 

‘hard’ support that takes the form of financing or incubator space”

– “Cooperation between the research system and 

industry to promote innovative firms” (EU 2002)

• Cultural and communication factors assume even greater 

importance when crossing the academic – industry divide
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What it does

• Collaborative partnerships between industry sectors

• Connections to academic experts across all disciplines; 

• Access to university facilities & equipment

• Innovation vouchers and funding opportunities

Example

• Connected RPL, a wind power company in Scotland, to both electrical 
engineering and business schools at the University of Strathclyde, 
Glasgow

Result

• “RPL now refurbishes and manufacturers parts in Scotland that 
might have otherwise been sourced from overseas. The result is a 
more responsive, more agile supply chain that reduces customer 
cost of ownership. The component fixes provided are of high quality 
and fully warranted. But critically, this development is also creating 
much needed employment in the local economy.”



A selection of success factors

• Form strategic partnerships with business 

• Foster a climate for close informal collaboration 

• Be creative about money 

• Use a range of exploitation mechanisms 

• Set clear strategic aims

• Get the simple things right 
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1  Form strategic partnerships

 Companies increasingly focus on a few large-scale strategic 

partnerships

 Partnership can cover multiple aspects

• Advantages from an industry viewpoint

• benefit of focus

• detailed mutual knowledge can be 

developed

• ability to devote sufficient staff time

• steer effort according to corporate 

strategic need

• create world class centres of excellence

• Flexibility and responsiveness matter 

as well as excellence in research
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BP – University of 

Manchester 

• Research collaboration;

• Scholarships;

• Executive education and 

professional development 

on a bespoke basis;

• Staff exchanges and 

secondments including 

Visiting Fellows and 

Professors;

• Joint ventures and 

licensing;

• Student placements and 

internships and graduate 

recruitment



2  Foster close informal collaboration

 Encourage direct contact between industry partners and researchers

 Side-by-side working

 Embedded labs  - Rolls-Royce University Technology Centres

 Flexible terms and conditions for staff 

 Encourage secondments

 Knowledge transfer is still a body contact sport

• Innovation policy measures work best if mediated through people

• Create / use formal and informal networks based on credible individuals
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“The rapid and informal diffusion of ideas and information through social 

channels is considered a major factor in the success of many of the world’s 

most competitive regions such as Silicon Valley in the US and Emilia 

Romagna in Italy.”  Lena Tsipouri, University of Athens

“Social networking to achieve business outcomes is a marked facet of the US 

system.  The value of “contacts” and of personal knowledge was emphasised

by everyone.”                                           ProTon Europe



3  Be creative about money

 Universities are often too inflexible on costs

 University administrations blame the Government or funding agencies

 Governments blame the universities

 Companies blame the universities and the Government (but are often at 
fault themselves!)

 Academics blame the administrators (but are often unrealistic)

 Avoid ‘shooting yourself in the foot’ by making ‘overheads’ obvious 
and with poor justification

 Need for responsiveness; ability to deploy staff at short notice and 
for varying/short periods

 This may mean terms and conditions of employment that are unusual 
for universities

 Avoid undue risk aversion

 Use innovation vouchers to encourage SME participation

 Don’t overemphasize intellectual property ownership
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4   Use a range of exploitation mechanisms 

Fixed 
price 

research

Sale of 
IP

Licensing

Joint 
venture

Spin-out

Traditional route, but no “upside” except in 
reputation

Reluctance on the part of most universities (limits 
future research freedom)

Usually not a significant income 
generator

Particularly relevant if 
university has strong 

industry links

Very attractive in the 
right circumstances

Attractiveness?

RISK

REWARD
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5  Set clear strategic aims

 Global ‘premiership’ – MIT, Stanford, Manchester, Cambridge

 National lead - UTP

 Understand and quantify role 

in/impact on region 

- public universities in USA; 

Aston; Manchester

 Link to SMEs 

 These roles are not mutually 

exclusive but can be reinforcing
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6  Get the simple things right

 For universities, some things are easy but important

 Business-friendly ‘front door’ 

 Businesslike environment

 Access and parking

 Clear reception point

 Confidentiality

 Courtesy to clients

 Returning calls etc promptly.

 It’s easy to spoil a relationship by neglecting simple business 

courtesies

 It’s also easy to differentiate yourself by getting them right every 

time
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A new business from waste

• Aston masterclass highlighted the value of separating commercial 

food waste from general waste, and the potential commercial and 

environmental benefits anaerobic digestion (AD) 

• Result - a new business collecting & aggregating food waste for AD

• University support:

– Technology awareness

– Business intelligence

– Optimal separation routes to 

maximise potential for energy 

from waste

• 1 tonne of waste recycled by AD 

avoids 0.5 – 1 tonne CO2 emissions
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AD is a process which uses 

bacteria to convert organic 

materials, including food 

waste, animal manure and 

sewage sludge into a 

methane rich ‘biogas’ for 

combustion to produce 

heat and power plus a 

residue suitable as 

fertilizer. 



Improving utilisation of biogas and bio-syngas

• Part of the SUPERGEN programme, 

• Two universities + two major companies, E.ON 

and Siemens

• Developing realistic physicochemical models for 

biogas and bio-syngas combustion, 

understanding  how combustion and emission 

characteristics depend on fuel compositions

• Result

– Better understanding of clean energy 

utilisation from renewable gaseous fuels 

– Hence, advancing bioenergy technology 

towards deployment.
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Making palm oil more sustainable

• Multidisciplinary collaboration between the University of Nottingham 

in Malaysia and Malaysian companies

• Improving treatment efficiency of potentially toxic palm oil mill 

effluent (POME).

• Prevention of plant disease

• Converting palm-based biomass into biofertiliser, fibre mat, palm 

pellets, dried long fibre and biochar

• Result

– Improved productivity, leading to 

reduced pressure for deforestation 

and stronger competitive position 

for industry





Industry co-operation benefits the

university at all levels
• All three ‘missions’ – teaching; research; knowledge transfer

• Avoid conflicting policies and incentives

• Bottom-up and top-down encouragement
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Individual

• Research 

opportunities

• Jobs for students

• Interesting projects

• Consultancy 

opportunities

• Access to case study 

material and industry 

data

• Intellectual stimulus

Department

• Research funding

• Jobs for students

• Attractive to new staff

• Improved course 

content

• Improved facilities

• Placement 

opportunities

• Attraction to students

Institution

• Research funding

• Attractive to senior 

staff

• Attractive to students

• Reputation

• Influence

• Credibility

• Build on alumni 

network

• Strategic partner 

opportunities



The company and the country win too

• All three ‘missions’ – teaching; research; knowledge transfer

• Avoid conflicting policies and incentives

• Bottom-up and top-down encouragement
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Individual staff

• Assistance in problem 

solving

• Improved ability to 

spot local talent

• Access to equipment 

and expertise

• Wider personal 

networks

• Satisfaction in 

supporting education 

and research

• Intellectual stimulus

Company

• Direct application of 

findings 

• Awareness of new 

developments

• Ability to bring local 

staff on board

• Access to advice

• Contribution to the 

host country

• Motivation for staff

• Attraction to recruits

National interest

• Generation of valuable 

knowledge

• Pipeline of trained 

people

• High value career 

opportunities for 

citizens

• International esteem

• Attractiveness to 

investment

• Building capacity in 

HE and research



Conclusion

 University – industry co-operation is more important than ever in 

the era of open innovation

 Universities provide value to business in many ways, using a 

range of mechanisms, but must avoid some common pitfalls

 There’s plenty of help available

 Following some simple success factors, all can benefit:

 Researchers

 Universities and departments

 Companies

 Company staff

 The economy
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• Form strategic partnerships with 

business 

• Foster a climate for close 

informal collaboration 

• Be creative about money 

• Use a range of exploitation 

mechanisms 

• Set clear strategic aims

• Get the simple things right 
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Discussion points

• Are universities good at receiving innovative ideas from 

outside, as well as creating ideas themselves?

• What training would help improve university-industry 

relationships?

– For individual researchers?

– For senior academics?

– For company personnel?

• What factors get in the way of successful university-

industry partnerships in your experience?

• Is there anything you will do, or do differently, as a result 

of this session?
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